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A quite recent new fitting of the MCY ab initio SCF Cl.
potential energy hypersurface of (H20l2 has been systematically
investigated using an automatic geometry optimization procedure
employing analytically constructed gradients. The vibration ana-
lysis has been carried out for stationary points of the hypersur-
face based on analytical second derivatives of the energy with
proper treatment of the eight redundancy conditions involved. The
gas-phase thermodynamics of formation of the water dimer is
described within a broad temperature interval on the basis of
the thus-generated theoretical structural, vibrational, and energy
data. The role of the water dimer in the real gas phase of water
is analyzed and the contribution of (H20)2 to the second viri al
coefficient of ste am evaluated. Of the stationary points found,
three have been identified as transition state s in water dimer
interconversions (autoisomerizations). The partial and overall
activation parameters are evaluated. Relationships between the
original and new fit results are studied systematically. The ap-
plicability of both fits to various problems is briefly discussed.
Throughout the whole study no empirical informa ti on was em-
ployed (with the exception of atomic masses, fundamental eon-
stants, and Coulomb's law).

INTRODUCTION

Since the first treatment by Sokolov- several theoretical (e. g., Refs3-32)

and experimental (e. g., Refs33-48) studies have been carried out dealing
with the water dimer. In fact, there are several hundreds of papers treating
the water dimer. However, we shall refer here only to those related directly
to its thermodynamics and/ar kinetics. A comprehensive description of the
water dimer represents the first necessary step in studies of the real gas49-51

ar liquid52-54 phases of water within the cluster concept (see, e. g., Refs55,56).

The description of the gas-phase water dimer itself should be satisfactory
within the stationary point representationš? of its potential hypersurface,
while for a meaningful liquid-water description the whole hypersurface seems
to be necessary=",

* Part XXVI in the series Multi-Molecular Clusters and Their Isomerism; Part
XXV, see Ref. 1.
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Theoretical, particularly quantum-chemical calculations have considerably
extended our knowledge of the water dimer, supplying information which is
not yet accessible experimentally. So far, the most complete and sophisticated
quantum-chemical description of (H20)Z was given in the ab initio SCF Cl
study by Matsuoka, Clementi, and Yoshimlne= (MCY). Their original ana-
lytical fit has recently been reanalyzed by Bounds and a new solution to
the fitting problem is given in Ref.68, leading to a considerable decrease in
the mean standard deviation (here referred to as the MCY-B fit). In these
terms the MCY-B fit represents, so far, the best analytical representation of
the original grid of the ab initio SCF Cl data, being in the closest contact
with ito This communication deals with several problem s concerning the
treatment of the water dimer using the new MCY-B potential energy hyper-
surface, i. e. a detailed theoretical description of the structural and vibrational
features, energetics, thermodynamics, and kinetics of the water dimer and of
its role in the real gas phase of water.

HYPERSURFACE STATIONARY POINTS

The MCY and MCY-B approaches condense the numerical quantum-che-
mical outputs on the intermolecular potential in (H20)Z into the analytical
form of a 22-term expansion in terms of a total of 14 geometrical variables
and 10 free adjustable parameters - see Ref.70 for details. Such multi-di-
mensional hypersurfaces are frequently represented in terms of their sta-
tionary points'", i. e. points fulfilling (in a redundancy-free coordinate set)
the following condition on energy E:

-7

grad E = O. (1)

The search for station ary points was performed in 6-dimensional space, des-
cribed in Ref.23, correctly representing the original 14-dimensional MCY-B
hypersurface, The version'" of the variable metric method supplied by ana-
lytically constructed gradient (1) was used for optimizing. Starting points
were partly chosen among all the structures considered in the previous
studies and partly generated randomly. The force constant matrix was evalua-
ted for each of the six stationary points found. From the second derivatives
of the energy in terms of the original 14 variables we passed to the ana-
lytical formulae for the second derivatives in mass-weighted Cartesian coordi-
nates, with due attention'" paid to the eight redundancy conditions involved.
Diagonalization of the force constant matrix yielded the number z of its
negative eigenvalues, and permitted us to distinguish the minima, the transi-
tion states, and the higher types of stationary points having no, one, and two
or more negative eigenvalues, respectively. The results for stationary points
with z = O or 1 are survey ed in Table I together with a comparison with the
MCY data'",

In order to carry out vibrational analysis at the stationary points found,
the experimental harmonie force field of the free water molecule according
to Ref.14 was used for simulation of intramolecular force constants and added
to the MCY-B harmonie intermolecular potential field accordingly. The sym-
metry of the (H20)Z minimum energy structure (C, - see Table I) enables
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TABLE I

A Survey of the Structure and Energy Characteristics of Four Stationary Points"
Found on MCY and MCY -B PotentiaL Energy Hypersurfaces"

Term Linear Planar Closed Bifurcated

Symmetry Cs Cs S2 C2v

Ro_o (10-10 m)" 2.87d 2.88 2.79 2.96
2.98d 2.98 2.85 3.01

tJ.Eor tJ.E'= (kJ/mol)" -24.55 1.13 4.50 9.95
-23.59 0.95 3.09 7.47

tJ.Hooor tJ.H~ (k.L'mol)" -14.97 -0.03 4.42 6.94
-14.90 0.04 3.40 5.34

z' O 1 1 1

a For schemes of the stationary points - see Ref.25 .
b The MCY data are taken from Ref.23and presented in the upper line; the MCY-B

data are given in the lower.
• Oxygen-oxygen interatomic distance.
d Observed value according to Refs42,73is equal to 2.98 X 10-10 m.
C See text.
t Number of imaginary normal vibrational frequencies.

symmetry c1assification of its vibrational motion. The symmetry structure
of 12 normal vibrational modes is within the point group of symmetry given
by (ef., however, Ref.75 for a nonrigid approach):

r(H20)" C. = 8A' + 4A". (2)

Moreover, the vibrational modes can be split into inter- and intramolecular
terms. The MCY-B harmonie vibrational frequencies of the (H20h minimum
energy structure are given in Table II. The MCY-B intermolecular frequencies
are considerably lower than the MCY values.

THERMODYNAMICS OF WATER-DIMER FORMATION

Knowledge of the structural, vibrational, and energy parameters of (H20h
(see Tables I, II) enables us to construct its partition function within the
usu al rigid-rotor and harmonic-oscillator approximations (Refs76-78) and to
describe its thermodynamics, namely the standard thermodynamic terms
accompanying the equilibrium process:

2 HzO (g) :;:= (HzO>Z (g). (3)

The RRHO partition function of a free water molecule was based on the same
experimental structural and vibrational data as in Ref.23 The RRHO approxi-
mation is usual in studies· of the thermodynamics of (H20)2 (as well as other
molecular complexes) because at present it is very difficult to obtain informat-
ion permitting replacement of the RRHO approximation by the approach of
avibrating rotor. It is, of course, true that (H20h represents a relatively
rigid structure compared with the typical van der Waals molecules. This
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TABLE II

Harmonie VibrationaLNormaL Mode Frequeneies of the Linear Water Dimer (in cm-I)

Symmetry'
Intermolecular potential
MCY" MCY-B

A"
A'
A"
A'
A'
A"

A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A"

Intermolecular frequencies
114 107
131 117
148 130
183 171
345 311
614 559
Intramolecular frequencies"
1663 1662
1685 1679
3827 3829
3841 3840
3940 3942
3956 3953

e Point group of symmetry - Cs, see Table I.
b Taken from Ref.23
C Corresponding frequencies of the free water molecule are equal to 1649, 3832,
and 3942 cm-I.

fact makes the reliability of the RRHO approximation for the MCY evaluation
of the (HzO)z thermodynamics promising. Table III presents the MCY-B
standard enthalpy ,~.HTo and entropy t....sTo terms for reaction (3) within a
broad temperature interval, and their comparison with the original MCY
data. Both enthalpy and entropy terms in the MCY-B approach are syste-
matically higher than the MCY values. This difference increases with increas-
ing temperature.

TABLE III

Theoretieal Standard EnthaLpy LlHTo and Entropy LlSTo Terms for Water-Dimer
Formationa

!1Hro (kJ/mol) !1STo (J/:t(/mol)
T (K)

MCY-BMCyb MCY-B MCyb

100 -17.25 -16.95 -84.03 -81.01
200 -17.35 -16.89 -85.21 -81.02
298.15 -16.65 -16.07 -,---82.43 -77.75
300 -16.63 -16.05 -82.37 -77.68
400 -15.54 -14.87 -·79.23 -74.31
500 --':14.25 -13.53 -76.37 -71.31
600 -12.86 -12.09 -73.83 -68.70
700 -11.40 -10.60 -71.58 -66.40
800 - 9.89 - 9.07 -69.57 -64.35
900 - 8.36 - 7.51 --67.77 -62.52
1000 - 6.80 - 5.94 -66.13 -60.86

, The terms presented refer to the equilibrium process 2H20 (g)=:; (H20l2 (g); the
standard state is an ideal gas phase at 101325Pa pressure.

b According to Ref.23
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TABLE IV

Comparison of TheoreticaL Terms with the Key ExperimentaL VaLues of the Standard
EnthaLpy ARTo and Entropy LiST" Terms of Water-Dimer Formationa

T (K)
liHTo (kJ/mol) liSTo (JIKImol)

theoretical" experimental theoretical" experimental

373 -15.86 -15.0c -80.06 -77.8C

-15.21 -75.19
573.15 -13.24 -15.7" ·-74.48 -74.9"

-12.48 -69.36

a See footnote a of Table III.
b The MCY data are taken from Ref.23and presented in the upper line; the MCY-B
data in the lower.

c According to Ref.41
d According to Refs79,80.

In connection with the mentioned approximative character of the theo-
retical results, a careful comparison with existing experimental information
on the water-dimer thermodynamics is essential. There are two sufficiently
complete sets of observed thermodynamic terms for process (3) in the
literature (Refs41,79,80).In Ref.80 the temperature dependence'" of the observed
second virial coefficient B2 was analyzed using the evaluation of contribution
Bf of the free molecules to B2. However, the evaluation of the Br term is to
be considered as rather arbitraryv. Consequently, the liHTo and I'1STo terms
in Ref.80 cannot be considered as primary observed data. Curtiss et aI:l1
obtained the enthalpy and entropy of water-dimer formation from measur-
ements of the thermal conductivity of steam. Table IV compares the theoret-
ical and observed enthalpy and entropy terms. While in Refs79,80the agreement
with the MCY values is better, the other observatiorr" favours the new
MCY-B results. Moreover, the latter approach also leads to a better
agreement with the observed oxygen-oxygen distance (see Table I). Sum-
marizing, the new MCY-B thermodynamic terms for the water-dimer for-
mation should be preferred in further gas-phase applications. This COD-

clusion, however, does not imply that the MCY-B potential should also be
better for much more complicated studies of liquid water. In fact, the MCY-B
potential was found to give poorer results than the MCY function in the
recent liquid-phase test studies67,68. Quite recently, Clementi and cowork-
ers63,69reevaluated the water-water interaction potential within ab initio
SCF calculations with inclusion of correlation energy. Information on the
application of the new potential within the presented treatment will be
published elsewhere.

For a description of the thermodynamics of the water-dimer the (hypo-
thetical) enthalpy (or internal energy) I'1Hoo accompanying equilibrium pro-
cess (3) at absolute zero is of primary interest. The latter term is connected

f
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with the corresponding change in the potential energy, !'lE, through the
quatum correction to the vibrational zero-point motion, !'lq:

t1Hoo = t1E + t1q. (4)

Remarkably enough, while the MCY and MCY-B !'lE terms differ considerably,
the corresponding !'lHoo terms are quite similar (see Table I).

THE SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT OF STEAM

For practical purposes, the non-idea1ity of steam is frequently express ed
in terms of the virial coefficients, particularly the second virial coefficient,
Bz. Therefore, interpretation of the observed values of Bz represents an
important task for theoretical studies. It is useful to decompose the second
viri al coefficient into a sum of three terms of different natures81,82:

(5)

where Bf represents the already mentioned term conditioned by collisions
between free molecules, Bb is related to the equi1ibrium constant for the
formation of dimers, and Bm is related to the formation of metastable double
molecules. Component Bb can easily be determined on the basis of water-
-dimer thermodynamics - see, e. g., Ref.83 Comparison of the MCY-B resuIts
with the MCY Bb contributions and with the observed values of Bz is given
in Table V for several selected temperatures. Both the MCY-B and MCY
Bb terms are in close agreement with the observed B2 values; however,
while the MCY-B Bb term is systematically lower than the Bz term, the
MCY term is higher. It should also be mentioned that at still higher
temperatures than those given in Table V, the agreement becomes progres-
sively poorer. As evaluations of Bf with various potential functions are
availableš" " (ef. also Ref.68),the key indefinite term in Eq. (5) is the Bm term.
For example, the Bf term for the MCY potential reads'" -827 and -289 cm"
mol" at 373.15 and 473.15 K, respectively. Thus, for a full understanding of
the problem the evaluation of the Bm term seems to be very desirable.

TABLE V

Contribution of Water-Dimer Formation to the Second Viri al Coefficient B2 of
Steam

T (K)
B2(cmš/rnol)

Mcya.b MCY-Ba Experirnen tal C

298.15 -1000 -1388 -1162; --1165; --'1256

323.16 - 647 - 915 - 838
373.16 - 334 - 487 - 451; - 454
473.16 - 149 - 228 - 196; - 197; - 209; -215

• The contribution Bb - see Eq. (5).
b According to Ref.23
e For references to the original observations, see Refs23•84•
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WATER-DIMER INTER CONVERSIONS

As follows from the above representation of the MCY-B hypersurface by
its stationary points, there are three activated complexes involved (Table I).
Moreover, all of them can be proved to act as activated complexes (or transit-
ion states) in the rate process:

(6)

Thus, the three-fold parallel isomerism of the activated complexes is con-
nected with reaction (6). Using the MCY-B structural, vibrational, and energy
(i. e., activation energy t1E""' or activation enthalpy t1H~ at absolute zero -
see Table I) data, the partial activation enthalpy and entropy can be evaluated
for each of the individual activated complexes. Moreover, their weight factors
can be generated'" and thus also the overall activation terms, to which each
activated complex contributes through its weight, can be found. Generally,
the overall activation terms should be primarily observed in an experimental

TABLE VI

Temperature Dependence" of the Isomerism Corrections /IX ~ and OveraLL

Activation Parameters b.X""' jor the Water-Dimer Interconversions" (X = H or S)

T(K) /lHi~c «kJ/mol) su" (kJ/mol) l\Si~ c (J/K/mol) AS""' (J/K/mol)

100 0.058 -0.201 0.724 -3.974
0.021 -0.232 0.247 -3.157

200 0.470 -0.535 3.482 -6.360
0.353 -0.601 2.386 -5.828

298.15 0.905 -0.854 5.261 -7.642
0.916 -0.767 4.666 -6.511

300 0.912 -0.861 5.286 -7.666
0.927 -0.770 4.703 -6.521

400 1.251 -1.304 6.268 -8.933
1.486 -0.975 6.317 -7.104

500 1.505 -1.847 6.838 -10.142
1.955 -':1.289 7.367 -7.801

a The MCY-B data are presented in the upper line, the MBY data'" in the lower.
b The terms presented concern the rate process (H20h (g) ->- (H20)2 (g).
C The b.X""' and /lXj~ terms are related through Eq. (7).

study of reaction (6). For a deeper understanding of the relationships between
partial t1Xj""' and overall t1X""' activation terms (X = H or S), isomerism

corrections oX i-;' can be introduced:

""' ""' ""'b.X = b.X c, + /IX iso (7)

where t1X~ denotes the corresponding partial activation term connected with
the reaction path through the C; activated complex. The MCY-B overall
activation enthalpy and entropy, as well as the isomerism corrections, are
presented in Table VI. Clearly, the isomerism contribution to the overall
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activation terms of reaction (6) is by no means negligible and may play an
important role in understanding the kinetics of this process.
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E. Clementi, W. A. P. Luck, J. N. Murrell, and J. Sauer for valuable discussions
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SAŽETAK

Teorijski proračun termodinamičkih parametara i kin etike dim era molekule vode
kao' i njegova doprinosa drugomu virijalnom koeficijentu vodene pare

Zdenek SLanina

Hiperploha potencijalne energije dimera molekula vode konstruirana je s po-
moću SCF-CI pristupa, uporabom parametrizacije koju su predložili Matsuoka-
-Clementi- Yoshimine i Bounds. Analiza hiperplohe omogućuje detaljan opis struk-
turnih i vibracijskih.značajki dimera u plinovitoj fazi. Određeni su termodinamički
parametri i kine ti ka interkonverzije. Procijenjen je doprinos (H20h drugomu viri-
jalnom koeficijentu vodene pare.




